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Chapter 1 - Safety 
 
The general principles for safe operation of Milltronics machines are outlined in this 

manual.   Every Milltronics machine is engineered for safety.  You will note, for example, 

that all rotating parts are protected by specially designed covers.  On some models, the 

entire machine will be enclosed to protect the operator from flying cutting chips and to 

prevent an insecurely clamped work piece from being thrown out during cutting 

operations.  If a Milltronics machine is operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions, it will provide safe and reliable service.  However, with machines of this 

nature, serious injuries or death can occur from careless or improper operation.  Do not 

attempt to operate this equipment without reading and thoroughly understanding this 

manual.  Not every example of improper operation or unauthorized usage that may lead 

to malfunction or accident can be anticipated.  If a particular operation is not 

documented in this or any other Milltronics manual as authorized usage for the 

particular equipment, it should be assumed that this is an unauthorized or improper 

usage with potential danger and should be avoided.  

 

A. This machine is provided with various safety devices to protect the operator and the 

machine. However, these cannot cover all aspects of safety, therefore the operator 

must thoroughly read and understand all machine manuals before operating the 

machine. The operator should also take into consideration other aspects of safety 

related to the particular environment and conditions. 

 
B. Three categories of safety guidelines have been used throughout this manual:   

DANGER, WARNING,  and CAUTION.  Their meanings are as follows: 

1. DANGER: Failure to observe these instructions could result in loss of life. 

2. WARNING: Failure to observe these instructions could result in serious 

injury or substantial damage to the machine. 

3. CAUTION:  Failure to observe these instructions could result in damage to 

the machine or injuries. 
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Safety Checklist 

• Always observe the safety instructions inscribed on the safety nameplates fixed onto 

the machine. Do not remove or alter these nameplates. 

• Do not attempt to operate this machine until you have read the manuals supplied 

with the machine and understand each of the functions and operation methods.  

• Operators should be trained formally either by a technical school or some form of 

apprenticeship program in machining and machining safety. 

• Maintenance personnel should be properly trained in machine maintenance and 

observe safe maintenance practices. 

 

Basic Points Of Safety 

1. DANGER 
• There are high voltage terminals on the electrical panel, transformer, motors, 

junction boxes and other equipment. 

• DO NOT touch the high voltage terminals or components under any 

circumstances when the power supply is on. Make sure that all doors and 

safety covers are fitted before switching the power supply on. If any door or 

safety cover is to be removed, first switch off the main circuit breaker. 

• DO NOT enter the machining envelope at any time that the machine is under 

power.  The machine should be entered only when powered off and properly 

locked out to prevent accidental energizing of the machine while persons are 

inside. 

2. WARNING: 
• Memorize the location of the emergency stop button, so that you can press it 

immediately from any position. 

• Take care not to touch any switches accidentally while the machine is in 

operation. 

• Under no circumstance touch any rotating work piece or tool in the spindle 

with any object or hands. 

• If in the slightest doubt about any procedure, consult appropriate persons or 

manuals. 
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• Always press the emergency stop button when leaving the machine 

unattended. 

• If more than one person is operating the machine, do not proceed to next step 

until notifying the other operator(s). 

• Do not modify the machine in any way that will affect the safety of the 

machine. 

• Never machine flammable or explosive materials. 

• Never use flammable cutting fluids. 

3. CAUTION 
• Do not subject the CNC control unit, the operator’s panel, or the electrical 

control panel to strong voltage fluctuations.  

• Do not change any machine parameter values without consulting Milltronics 

service department. If it becomes necessary to change a value, first check if it 

is safe to do so, then make a note of the original value so it can be reset if 

necessary.  

• Do not open any doors or remove any safety covers while the machine is 

under operation.   

• Stop all machine operations before cleaning the machine. 

• Never leave the machine to run unattended.  

 
Clothing and Personal Safety 

1. DANGER 
• Tie back long hair that could become entangled in machine mechanisms. 

• Eye protection and hearing protection should be worn at all times when 

operating the machine. 

• Always use safety shoes with steel toecaps and oil resistant soles. 

• Do not operate the machine while wearing loose or baggy clothes. 

• Always completely fasten buttons and hooks on the arms of clothing to avoid 

danger of entanglement in machine mechanisms. 

• Do not operate the machine under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 
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• If wearing gloves to load or unload parts, be sure the machine is in 

emergency stop mode. 

 
2. WARNING 

• Close all doors and covers of the CNC unit, operation panel and electrical 

panel to prevent damage from water, chips, and oil.  

• Emergency stop the machine and turn off the main power during electrical 

storms. 

• Check all safety covers regularly to make sure they are properly fitted and not 

damaged. 

• Always obtain assistance when handling loads beyond your ability. 

• Do not adjust coolant nozzles while the machine is in operation. 

• Do not remove or interfere with any machine safety devices. 

• Do not wipe the work piece with a rag while the spindle is rotating or the 

machine is in motion. 

• Always stop the machine before removing or inspecting a tool. 

• Tools and tooling can be very sharp. Take care when handling. 

• Never place an object or your hand in the carousel or tool changer without 

putting the machine in emergency stop. 

• Never place anything between the machine spindle and tool changer. 

• Never use additional clip-on or poorly secured lighting. 

 
3. CAUTION 

• Do not allow chips to accumulate during heavy cutting. 

• Never use compressed air to clean the machine bed. 

• Never wear gloves while operating panel switches. 

 

Safety Related to Workpiece Machining And Tooling 

1. DANGER 
• Never operate the spindle above the rated speed of accessories mounted on 

it (chucks, tooling, etc).  
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• Do not extend stock out of a lathe headstock without an appropriate bar feed 

or support. 

 
2. WARNING 

• Always use tools suitable for the work and that conform to machine 

specifications. 

• Replace badly worn tools. 

• Be sure that all workpieces and fixtures are secured properly. 

• Do not overhang any work piece on a mill table. 

• Never operate the machine beyond its specified power limits. 

• Never machine flammable or explosive materials. 

• Never use flammable materials as cutting fluid. 

 
3. CAUTION 

• Be sure the tool length is such that the tool will not interfere with any fixtures 

or other objects. 

• Perform test operations after mounting tools. 

 

Safety Related To Machine Maintenance 

• Turn off the main power and install a lockout/tagout on the machine. 

• Maintain a clean floor around the work area. 

• Employ proper lighting in the area. 

• Ensure any ladders used are safe, stable, and secure. 

 

Electrical Safety 

Read and understand the following list of cautions before attempting to perform service 

on this equipment.  Failure to observe these rules can result in death or serious 

injury.  

1. DANGER 

• Beware of high voltage present within the machine’s electrical cabinet. 
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• Do not attempt to service electrical components unless you are qualified to 

work on them safely. 

• Only qualified personnel should attempt to take current and voltage readings. 

• Always turn the main power off before servicing components within the 

electrical cabinet. 

• Always keep hands and fingers away from live electrical terminals. 

• Remove jewelry while servicing the machine to avoid shorting any electrical 

circuits. 

• Allow all components to discharge before servicing them. After removing 

power, verify that the CHARGE LED indicator and 7-segment display on the 

spindle drive have turned OFF before servicing.  

 
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE RULES CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH 
 
Neither the manufacturer nor the manufacturers repr esentatives or dealers can 
assume responsibility for any mishaps, damage, or p ersonal injury that may 
occur as a result of improper operation or from fai lure to observe safety 
precautions. 
 

Release of Trapped Persons 

The purpose of covers and enclosures is to prevent persons from becoming trapped or 

entangled in a machine.  Be sure all machine covers are in place.  Be sure the machine 

enclosure is closed when the machine is operating in automatic mode. 

 
Maintenance should be performed only by qualified personnel.  They should follow the 

guidelines in chapter one for safe maintenance practice.  Maintenance should not be 

performed on a machine under power.  For even the most routine day-to-day 

maintenance, such as cleaning the table or removing chips from the machining 

enclosure, the machine should be put in an emergency stop condition, de-energizing 

the axis servo motors and spindle motor. 

 
Following these precautions prevents someone from becoming trapped or entangled in 

the machine. 
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If a person should become trapped in the machine, the safest procedure is to put the 

machine in emergency stop by pressing the red EMERGENCY STOP button, then 

powering the machine down using the main disconnect switch on the door of the 

electrical cabinet at the rear of the machine. 

When the machine is put into emergency stop mode, the servo motors and the spindle 

motor are de-energized.  If the machine has a horizontal tool change platter and the 

platter is under the spindle, emergency stop causes the platter to withdraw from 

underneath the spindle. 

 
When there is no power to the machine, the ballscrews for the X and Z axes may be 

moved by hand.  The X axis remains locked to prevent the head from falling.   

 
Machine Safety Labels 

Please read and understand all of the safety and warning labels on the machine prior to 

using the equipment.  Failure to observe these labels can result in injury or death. 
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Chapter 2 - Specification 
Machine Weights 

 ML14 ML15 ML16 ML18 ML22 ML26 ML35 ML40 

Lbs. 4000 4000 6000 7500 9000 9500 16,500 24,500 

Kg 1800 1800 2730 3400 4100 4300 7,500 11,000 
 

Weights listed above are for standard bed length only.  Consult specifications at 
the back of this manual for optional bed lengths. 
 

Current/Voltage requirements 

 ML14 ML15 ML16/18 ML22/26 ML35/40 

208-240 VAC 40 Amps 40 Amps 50 Amps 75 Amps 100 Amps 

Transformer 11 KVA 11 KVA 11 KVA 20 KVA 34 KVA 
 
Coolant Capacities 

 ML14 ML15 ML16 ML18 ML22/26 ML35/40  

Gallons 25 25 20 26 50 90 

Liters 90 90 75 100 190 340 
 

Coolant capacities listed above are for standard bed length only.  Consult 
specifications at the back of this manual for optional bed lengths. 

 
Coolant Recommendation 

Consult with a reputable coolant supplier in your area.  You should use non-toxic, non-

corrosive, and non-flammable coolant.  Avoid chlorine and sulfur, which may harm the 

paint finish. 

 
Control Instructions, Schematics, Complete Specific ation Sheets 

• Detailed instructions for programming the machine and operating it from the front 

panel are given in the CNC operation manual provided separately. 

• Electrical schematics, pneumatic diagrams (if applicable) and hydraulic diagrams 

(if applicable) are located in the electrical and mechanical manual. 

Machine specification sheets including travels, tool capacity, etc. are included at the back 
of this manual. 
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Tooling Specifications 

Milltronics lathes come equipped for various tooling sizes depending on machine model 
and turret size selected, if any.  Please refer to your machine order or dealer to find out 
what tooling is required for your particular machine. 
 
The machine may be equipped with a tool turret, tool post, or nothing at all. 
 
Tool holders range from 5/8” x 4”, to 1.25” x 6”, boring bar holders 1” and 1.25”, and for 
live tool turrets V40 and V50. 
 
See specifications at the back of this manual for ML35-40 tooling capacities. 
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ML Series Machine Layout  
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Item Identification 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Item Description Item Description 

1 Speed change device, if equipped 11 Turret (option) 
2 Electric box 12 Cross slide 
3 Headstock 13 Tail stock 
4 Z axis servo motor 14 Bearing bracket (rear ) 
5 Bearing bracket (front) 15 Spindle servo motor 
6 Spindle 16 Bed support stand 
7 Chuck (option) 17 Coolant tank 
8 Z axis ball screw 18 Chip tray 
9 CNC control panel 19 Coolant pump 

10 X axis ball screw 20 Lubrication unit 
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2 Spindle Nose and chuck guard 

 

 

9 Operator panels 

  

11 Tool Turret 

  

13 Tailstock 

  

19 Coolant pump  

 

20 Waylube unit 

 

 

 Spindle oil pump (ML15 only)  

 

 Conveyor Chute (option) 

 

 

 Shift cylinder (if equipped)  

 

 Air system (if equipped) 

 

 

 Leveling bolt and pad  
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Chapter 3 - Site Preparation 
 
The following guidelines are intended to help you get the most out of your new machine 

tool.  The success of your machine tool depends largely on having proper air and power 

supplied to it.  Failure to adhere to the following guidelines will result in unsatisfactory 

performance and component failure. 

 
Machine Placement Considerations 

Choose a location for the machine that offers the following: 

1. At least 4” thick concrete slab free of cracks and not crossing any expansion joints 

for ML14-26, and 6” thick for ML35 and 40”.   

2. Milltronics will not guarantee machine geometry unl ess this is adhered to . 

3. Ample ceiling height, and clearance behind the machine to fully open the door of the 

electrical cabinet at the rear of the machine.   (see machine dimensions drawing 

in section 2 for distance ) 

4. Do not subject the machine to direct sunlight.   

5. Do not allow the ambient temperature to exceed 100F or 37C.  Temperatures 
beyond 100F or 37C may cause unusual control behavior.  

 
 

Note:  Locate the leveling pads and install them in to the base of  

    the machine before placing the machine on the f loor! 
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Power And Ground Requirements 

Check before turning the main power on!! 
 

1. The standard voltage range is 208 to 240 VAC  3 phase.   Voltage out of this 

range could cause damage to the machine.  Damage incurred through electrical 

supply problems will not be warranteed. 

2. Ensure that your electrical service is rated for proper current draw (Amps), and 

that the appropriate wire size is used to feed the power. (See current/voltage 

specifications on the serial data plate located on the door of the electrical 

cabinet.) 

3. Ensure that a copper wire equal to or greater in diameter than the power wires is 

connected between our ground terminal and the main ground located at the 

electrical service box.  Also ensure that the electrical service box is tied to earth 

ground.   

4. Milltronics does not allow the use of a separate grounding rod.  

5. Milltronics does not allow conduit or wire raceways be used as a ground.  

6. If a transformer is used to step the voltage down to 220 refer to the transformer 

grounding procedures immediately following this page.  The secondary windings 

of the transformer MUST be bonded to earth ground to avoid serious damage to 

electrical components.   

7. If there is a “wild leg” is must be connected to L2 on the main disconnect switch. 

8. Failure to adhere to these requirements voids your warranty.   

9. Milltronics does not accept responsibility for machine performance if the main 

input power is not connected properly. 
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Connecting a Transformer 

It is important that proper grounding procedures be followed when hooking up machines 

to power.  Please review the following pages.  They explain proper transformer 

connections and checks to ensure proper connections.  Refer to the autotransformer 

diagram provided to verify that your connections are suitable.  

 

** Spindle and axis drive damage results from incor rect transformer connection.** 

 

Cautions! 

1. Be sure to turn off all power to the transformer prior to making connections or 

resistance readings.  Disconnect the transformer completely from power. 

2. Always measure voltage from line to line and from line to ground before applying 

power to the machine electrics.  Do this with or without the addition of a 

transformer. 

3. With or without a transformer any power leg of the three phase incoming power 

to the machine should not exceed 240 VAC to ground, or from leg to leg.  At least 

two of the legs when measured between the leg and chassis ground should 

measure the same voltage.   

4. The grounding wire going into the machine must be connected to a neutral point 

within the transformer windings and to earth ground.  This is provided as a tap on 

the transformer. 

5. When a green wire appears to go to the transformer housing, never assume that 

it is grounded properly.  Follow the green wire to verify it is not merely a case 

ground but instead is tied to a neutral point in the transformer windings. 

 

Always call the factory if in doubt concerning tran sformer connections as serious 

damage can result if the machine or transformers ar e not properly connected. 
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 Autotransformer Connection Diagram 

If you machine was ordered from Milltronics with a transformer option an 

autotransformer is supplied.  The diagram below illustrates the various input voltage 

selections and proper ground wire connections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Always call the factory if in doubt concerning tran sformer connections as serious 
damage can result if the machine or transformers ar e not properly connected. 
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Air Supply System (if equipped) 

Milltronics machining centers require a constant supply of quality air pressure in order to 

perform optimally.  90-110 PSI at 10 CFM is required. 

 
Adjustments 

• Set the main air regulator to 90 PSI. 

• Set the drop rate on the lubricator to approximately 1 drop per every 1-2 gear 

changes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Air pressure 
switch adjusted 
to trip at 75 PSI. 

Main air pressure 
gauge.   Adjust 
using knob “A”. 
to 90 PSI 

Water trap is self-
draining.  No need 
to drain manually. 

Weekly fill with 
Marvel No.085, 
Mobil Velocite No. 
10 or equivalent.  
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Lifting  

The preferred method of lifting Milltronics ML series lathes is by forklift. 
 
By Crane or Hoist 

If a crane or hoist must be used, the machine must be lifted by the bed with the use of a 
special lifting bracket and eye bolt, along with straps rated to handle the weight of the 
machine.   
 
Notes: 

1. Use extreme caution whenever moving/lifting equipment 
 

2. Be sure the straps and other rigging equipment are all appropriately rated to 
handle the weight being lifted. 

 
3. Always keep the machine well balanced, and as close to the ground as possible 

when moving/lifting. 
 

4. Use the slowest speed of the hoist/crane when moving/lifting. 
 
 
ML16–ML18 lifting device drawing 
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ML22-ML26 Lifting device drawing 
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Chapter 4 - Installation 
Startup checklist 

The enclosed startup checklist guides the process of the machine installation and 
checkout.  The startup checklist forms must be completed and sent to Milltronics Mfg. to 
activate the machine warranty.  Use the startup checklist in conjunction with the 
following outline when installing and setting up the machine. 
 
Required Assembly 

In some cases, parts of the machine are removed or adjusted for shipping purposes.  
Qualified personnel should install and adjust as necessary according to the photos and 
descriptions.  
 
 
 
 
 
The leveling bolts (1) are already installed on the machine.  
Locate the leveling pads (3), and slide them under the bolts. 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove the various shipping brackets installed on the doors and sliding console. 
 
 
On models equipped with a swivel pendant, the swivel is 
locked in position for shipping.  Loosen and remove the 
first set screw (locking screw) located at the rear of the 
swivel mount, then back out the second one until the 
swivel operates freely.  Replace the screw that was 
removed.  No adjustment is required for the stop screw 
located in front. 
 
 
 
 
Connect the remote hand controller (if 
equipped) cable into the 25-pin “D-sub” 
connector to the right side of the operator 
panel. 
 
 
 

Set screws 
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Install the handwheel panel.  Connect the 37-pin plug onto 
the back side of the panel assembly.  Be sure the connector 
locks in place when the locking ring is turned.   Fasten the 
panel using the hardware provided. 
 
 
 
Connect all remaining cables to their respective plugs on the machine. 
 
 
Once the machine is in place and assembled this far, have the power and air supplies 
connected by qualified personnel. 
 
 
 
 
 
Level the machine (rough level) in both side to 
side and front to back directions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide the flood coolant tank under from the rear of the machine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Install the conveyor (if equipped) 
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Level the Machine  

 (Refer to the next section for details concerning taper adjustment) 
1. Center the saddle within the Z axis travel 
2. Place a precision level length wise on the cross slide then level the machine head to 

tail using the outer most footpads (4 corners). 
3. Adjust the remaining footpads to contact the floor. 
4. Place the level on the ground surface of the saddle running perpendicular to the Z 

axis way surface. 
5. Move the Z axis the full length of the travel while adjusting the footpads to eliminate 

any twist in the bed.   
6. Check that all footpads have full contact on the floor, then tighten the jam nuts. 
7. Turn a part without using the tail stock, then check the part for taper.  .0002” per ft. 

(.005mm per 300mm)  is the specification for maximum allowable taper. 
8. Adjust the head stock to remove taper if found by loosening the mounting bolts and 

adjusting the bolts, found on the back side of the head stock (behind mag box). 
Repeat step 7. 

9. Check side to side adjustment of tail stock and adjust if necessary. 

  
 
ML Lathe Head Stock Taper Specification 

(Refer to this text while leveling the machine in the startup checklist) 
 
Milltronics ML lathe products have a .0002 inch per foot  (.005mm per 300mm) 
specification for head stock taper. 
 
In almost all cases action will be required at the time of setup to adjust the lathe into 
tolerance. 
 
The first step in the process is to level the machine.  The bed should be as level as 
possible and should be checked for twist.  Check for twist is laying a precision level 
along the cross slide and moving the Z axis back and forth slowly, watching the bubble 
for movement.  If the lathe is to be bolted to the floor, level and twist must be checked 
after  the lathe is bolted down. 
 
Checking for head stock taper can be done several ways.   
 

By making a cut on a bar and measuring it for taper. This method works well and 
is the easiest to set up.  It does not require the stock be dialed in as the cut will 
make it concentric.  Quality of the cut and tooling pressure can have an effect on 
the measurements, however, and need to be minimized for an accurate reading. 

 
By inserting a ground bar into the chuck of the lathe and check along its length 
with an indicator.  The bar must be dialed in for concentricity to the spindle on 
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both ends before checking for taper.  This may prove difficult with a three-jaw 
chuck. 

 
By inserting a ground bar into the spindle with the chuck removed.  This requires 
a bar that has the morse taper of the spindle ground into its end. Typically there 
is a spindle taper adapter plug shipped with the machine to be used with a 
center, and this taper can be used as well.  Using the taper eliminates any need 
for dialing in the bar, so long as the mounting taper is ground concentric with the 
bar. 

 
The tail stock should not be used when checking hea d stock taper. 
 
If the lathe is level and taper exists, the head stock can be adjusted.  This is done by 
loosening the bolts holding the head stock to the frame of the machine and using the 
adjuster found at the rear bottom edge of the head stock case.  Adjust and recheck as 
necessary.  
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Initial Checks of the Machine, its Guards and Safet y Systems 

General Checks 

1. Check for missing parts.  Do not operate the machine if parts are missing.  

2. Visually check for damage outside of machine and inside.  Do not operate the 

machine if there has been shipping damage. 

3. Check to see that all necessary guards and safety switches are in place.  Do not 

operate the machine if necessary guards and safety switches are not in place. 

 
Electrical Checks 

Read and understand the following list of Electrical Safety Rules in Section 1 before 

attempting to perform service on this equipment.   

DANGER:   

Failure to observe these rules can result in death or serious injury. 

• Beware of high voltage present within the machine’s electrical cabinet. 

• Do not attempt to service electrical components unless you are qualified to work 

on them safely. 

• Only qualified personnel should attempt to take current and voltage readings. 

• Always turn the main power off before servicing components within the electrical 

cabinet. 

• Always keep hands and fingers away from live electrical terminals. 

• Remove jewelry while servicing the machine to avoid shorting any electrical 

circuits. 

• Allow all components to discharge before servicing them. After removing power, 

verify that the CHARGE LED indicator and 7-segment display on the spindle 

drive have turned OFF before servicing.  

 
1. Check for loose components or loose wires.  With the main power disconnect OFF, 

open the electrical cabinet door at the rear of the machine.  Visually check if any 

components or wires came loose during shipment.  Do not operate the machine if 

they did.  Find qualified personnel to correct the problems. 
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WARNING:   
DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXIST FOR THE VOLTAGE LEVEL CHEC KS! 
   
2. Check voltage levels.  As stated in the Electrical Safety Rules, only qualified 

personnel should attempt to take these measurements.  With the electrical cabinet 

door open, turn on the main power at the disconnect switch.  Do not reset the drives, 

i.e. do not push the RESET button on the front panel. 

A. Check +24 VDC.  Measure between terminal blocks 12 & 22 

B. Check +5 VDC.  Measure between + and – V pins on the 5 VDC power 

supply if present. 

C. Check 110VAC on the secondary side of the 110 Volt transformer, or 

between terminal blocks 1 & 2.  The AC voltage must be between 110 and 

125VAC. 

 
Turn the main disconnect switch to the OFF position, powering down the machine.  

Close and lock the door of the electrical cabinet. 

 
Visually Check That Guards Are In Place 

Required Guards for Lathes 
All lathes are equipped with a chuck guard and an enclosure.  Check that the 

enclosure door operates smoothly.  CE-compliant lathes should have a locking 

switch on the enclosure door. 

All lathes have covers completely enclosing the spindle belts, pulleys, and/or 

spindle gears. 
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Safety Checks 

Follow the sequences outlined below. 
 
Home the Machine 

During this operation, the machine will move.  Before starting the operation, 

make sure any shipping clamps that might impede machine movement have 

been removed and nothing else remains to interfere with machine motion.  On 

Milltronics lathes, the Z axis homes in the center of travel. 

Turn main power on. 

Press the green RESET button to power up servos.  Note: If the machine does 

not stay RESET, check all emergency stop switches: conveyor, remote hand 

controller, etc. 

Press F1 (Home). 

Press CYCLE START.  

 

During the sequence outlined below, the spindle will move.  If there is a tool in 

the spindle (for mills) or if there is a workpiece in the spindle (for lathes), make 

sure it is not going to hit anything when the spindle turns.  For lathes, the chuck 

guard must be down.  If the machine has an enclosure, close the door. 

 
From the main menu: 
 Press F5   (MDI). 
 
 Key in "S" code for RPM followed by RPM value. 
  Example:  S500 = 500 RPM 
 
 Key in "M" code for spindle direction:  (M03)=CW, (M04)=CCW 
  Example:  S500 M3 
 
 Press ENTER. 
 

Press CYCLE START  to start spindle, then use manual CW, CCW and STOP 

buttons.  Note for Centurion lathes:  You must press the RESET button while 

pressing the spindle CW or CCW button to enable the spindle to start. 

For lathes equipped with 
live tooling, make sure 
main spindle is selected.  

G24 main, G25 turret 
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Test the Emergency Stop Circuit 

Having followed the steps outlined above for resetting the machine and starting 

the spindle, then 

 Press the red EMERGENCY STOP button. 

Spindle rotation should stop.  The emergency stop button is the most important 

safety switch on the machine.  It stops and then de-energizes the spindle motor.  

(At the same time, it stops and de-energizes the axis servo motors, although they 

are not running for this test.) 

When the red emergency stop button is pushed, the spindle should brake to a 

rapid stop.  If the spindle does not stop at all, or if it coasts to a stop, then the 

emergency stop circuit is not operating correctly.  Call qualified service personnel 

to fix the problem.  The machine should not be operated until the emergency stop 

circuit is operating correctly.  

Repeat the same tests using all emergency stop buttons including conveyor, 

remote hand controller, etc. 

Test the enclosure safety circuit 

If the machine is still in emergency stop mode from the previous test, then twist the red 

EMERGENCY STOP button clockwise to release it.  Press the RESET button to re-

energize the axis motors and the spindle motor.   Follow the directions in the previous 

sequence for starting the spindle for manual use. 

 

Now hold in the SETUP button and open the door to the machining enclosure (if 

equipped).  The spindle should brake to a rapid stop.  If the spindle does not stop at all, 

or if it coasts to a stop, then the enclosure safety circuit is not operating correctly.  Call 

qualified service personnel to fix the problem.  The machine should not be operated 

until the enclosure safety circuit is operating correctly.    
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Chapter 5 - Failure Modes, Detection and Prevention  
 
Minimizing Wear and Tear 

• The effects of everyday wear and tear may be minimized by good maintenance 

practice.  Items high on the maintenance list include keeping the machine clean, 

providing clean dry compressed air with the correct oil drip into the air stream, 

and continuous application of the correct way oil through the automatic oiler. 

• Machine failure is most likely to be caused by everyday wear and tear. 

• The effects of everyday wear and tear may be minimized by good installation 

practice, including a flat and stable foundation and clean input power at the 

correct voltage with a good ground. 

• Please refer to Chapter 4 of this manual for installation guidelines.   

• Please refer to Chapter 6 of this manual for a periodic maintenance checklist. 

 
Clearing Faults in Electrical Components 

• A wide variety of failure modes caused by electrical component faults are 

possible for the machine.  An accidental crash between tool and workpiece, even 

if it does not do mechanical damage, will likely cause an axis drive fault, putting 

the machine into emergency stop mode.  Even without a crash, a drive fault 

might be caused by machining conditions, where the machine is asked to deliver 

more than its rated power for a prolonged period.  The machine can operate 

outside its ratings for a short period, but eventually under these conditions a drive 

will overload.  In these and other failure modes caused by electrical components, 

cycling power is the best way to clear the fault. 

• Press the red EMERGENCY STOP button to de-energize the drives (if the 

machine is not already in emergency stop mode), then turn off power to the 

machine using the main switch on the door of the electrical cabinet at the rear of 

the machine.  Wait a minute.  Turn the power to the machine back on.  Wait for 

the CNC software to boot up.  Reset and home the machine. 

• When an electrical component needs to be replaced, follow the guidelines in this 

manual describing safe maintenance practice. 
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Diagnosing Mechanical Faults 

• Eyes, ears and hands are the best tools for detecting mechanical failure modes.  

As is the case for electrical faults, an accidental crash between tool and 

workpiece is a likely way to cause mechanical damage.  A wide variety of 

mechanical failure modes also are possible even without a crash.  A careful 

inspection of the parts involved in a mechanical fault is the best way to assess its 

extent. 

• When a mechanical component needs to be replaced, follow the guidelines in 

this manual describing safe maintenance practice. 

• Regular maintenance is a good way of detecting mechanical faults before they 

occur.  Inspection of covers, belts and wear surfaces often will reveal an issue 

before it has turned into a full-blown fault. 
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Chapter 6 – Maintenance 
 
Periodic Maintenance; Verification Of Safety System s 

Note:  Before performing any of the procedures in this section, please read and follow 

the directions in this manual covering safe practices for operation, setting and 

maintenance.  Maintenance operations should only be performed by qualified 

personnel. 

• Keep a maintenance log to record all maintenance activity on each machine. 

WARNING: 
Due to the hazard of live power, special caution should be taken with electrical repairs 

or electrical component replacement.  Electrical maintenance should only be performed 

by qualified personnel.  Electrical Safety Rules should be observed. 

 
Maintenance Schedule 

Always 
• Remove chips as necessary from the chip pan area. 

 
Daily  

• Ensure the air lubrication unit dispenses oil, and that the oil reservoir remains 

filled.   (Use Marvel No. 085, Mobil Velocite No. 10 or equivalent oil, detailed 

lubrication specifications can be found in the mechanical manual) 

• Ensure the water trap is being drained as required. 

• Ensure the waylube reservoir level is maintained (if equipped).  (Use Mobil 

Vactra No. 02, Amoco Waytec No 68, Sunoco Sunwaylube No1180, or 

equivalent oil, detailed lubrication specifications can be found in the mechanical 

manual) 

• Ensure that all guards are in place and functioning properly. 

 
Weekly 

• Check operation of all cooling fans. 

• Clean any chips from around the tool turret. 

• Add a few drops of way lube to the tailstock 

as shown in figure. 
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• Inspect the coolant collector at the rear of the spindle to ensure it is draining 

properly and is not blocked by chips.  If cutting chips accumulate in the collector, 

install a plug in the spindle/chuck bore to prevent this. – Also see “hydraulic 

chuck” below. 

• Hydraulic chuck - If machine is equipped with a hydraulic chuck and the 

drawtube bore is not being used, install the chuck plug supplied in order to stop 

fine chips from working their way into the coolant collector screen.  If the coolant 

collector overflows, coolant may be allowed to contaminate the hydraulic oil.  

Apply a few pumps of general-purpose synthetic grease to each grease zerk on 

the chuck itself. 

 
Monthly 

• Inspect ballscrews and way surfaces.  Adjust gibs if necessary. 

• Inspect all oil lines, and ensure all ballscrews and way surfaces are receiving oil.  

Repair or replace oil lines as necessary. 

• Inspect all belts for excess wear, damage, and proper tension. 

• Check operation of low air pressure switch (if equipped).  Remove compressed 

air source from the machine and verify that a red alarm message box appears at 

the front panel display. 

• Power down the machine.  Open the door to the electrical cabinet at the back of 

the machine.  Check for loose wires or loose components.  

 
Annually 

• Check backlash to ensure proper motion and response. 

• Check taper.  Machine settling can affect machine geometry. 

• Clean the intake screen on the way lube pump. 

 
Safety Checks, to be carried out monthly and after maintenance operations 

• Repeat the checks for correct operation of the emergency stop circuit and of the 

safety enclosure circuit outlined in Chapter 4 of this manual. 

• In brief, power up the machine, reset it and start the spindle.  Verify that pushing 

the red Emergency Stop button makes the spindle brake rapidly to a stop and 

machine motion is halted. 
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• Power up the machine, reset it, close the enclosure door and start the spindle.  

Hold in the SETUP button and pull open the enclosure door to verify that the 

spindle brakes rapidly to a stop and machine motion is halted. 

 
Air System Maintenance (if equipped) 

• Ensure the air lubrication unit dispenses oil, and that the oil reservoir fill level is 

maintained.   (Use Marvel No. 085, Mobil Velocite No. 10 or equivalent oil, further 

details about lubrication type can be found in the mechanical manual) 

• Ensure the automatic water trap drain is working. 

 
Adjustments 

• Set the air regulator to 90 PSI. 

• Set the drop rate on the lubricator to approximately 1 drop per every 1-2 gear 

changes 

 

 

Air pressure 
switch adjusted 
to trip at 75 PSI. 

Main air pressure 
gauge.   Adjust 
using knob “A”. 
to 90 PSI 

Water trap is self-
draining.  No need 
to drain manually. 

Weekly fill with 
Marvel No.085, 
Mobil Velocite No. 
10 or equivalent.  
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Way Lube Maintenance 

• Ensure the way lube reservoir level is maintained (if equipped).  (Use Mobil 

Vactra No. 02, Amoco Waytec No 68, Sunoco Sunwaylube No1180, or 

equivalent oil, further details about this lubricant can be found in the mechanical 

manual). 

• Clean the intake filter screen annually 

 
Adjustment 

• Set the timer for 7 Seconds ON, and 30 Minutes OFF operation. 

 

Fill here with 
clean oil as 
specified. 

Adjustment controls 
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Tool Turret Maintenance - Pragati 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Tool Turret Maintenance - Baruffaldi  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Replace gear oil annually.   
 
Monitor sight glass to 
ensure fluid level remains 
topped off. 

 
Baruffaldi live tool 
turret 
 
Consult Buraffauldi turret 
manual for maintenance 
schedule and description. 

Add 85W140 gear oil 
here, until level is at 
center of sight window 

Drain plug Sight window 
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2-Speed Transmission Maintenance – ML35-40 Only  

 
 

2-Speed Transmission 
 
Periodically inspect the oil level by 
checking the sight window. 
 
Replace gearbox oil after first three 
months, then every six months 
thereafter. 
 
Use Mobil DTE24 (VG32), Shell 
Tellus C32, BP HPL32, or equivalent 
hydraulic oil. 
 
Quantity = 30 Liters (8 US Gallons) 
____________________________ 
 

Oil change procedure 
 
Using a suitable container, drain the 
oil (see oil drain). 
 
Replace the drain plug. 
 
Fill with recommended oil, and then 
replace the oil fill cap. 
 
Check for leaks and address as 
necessary. 

Oil drain Sight window 

Oil fill cap 
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Steady rest operation guidelines and maintenance 

 
Steady rest options supplied by Milltronics are designed for toolroom use or limited 

production applications only.  High speed, high production applications extend beyond 

the scope of a simple steady rest. 

 

When using the steady rest, adhere to the following guidelines: 

1. The steady rest bearings must ride on a turned surface.  Out of round workpieces 

including unfinished bar stock cause uneven load on the bearings resulting in 

shortened bearing life.   

2. Avoid over-tightening the support bearing adjustments.  Over-tightening causes 

binding and shortened bearing life.  Use your best judgment to avoid binding. 

3. Avoid over-speeding the bearings.  The bearings are rated to 9,000 rpm.  Note 

that the bearing rotation speed will exceed the spindle rpm whenever the 

workpiece diameter being supported is greater than the bearing diameter.   

4. Before each use, ensure the bearings are greased and they rotate smoothly.  

See grease specification below. 

5. Avoid direct coolant spray on and around the bearings to avoid washing the 

grease out of the bearings. 

 

Failure to comply with these guidelines voids the factory warranty. 

 

Grease Specification: 
Mobilith AW series synthetic multipurpose EP grease - product number 64352-B, or 
equivalent 
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Chapter 7 – Centurion CNC Operation  
 

Centurion 7 CNC Front Panel 

 
 
 
 
 
Power ON 

The main power switch is located on the electrical cabinet at the back of the machine.  
When main power is switched on, the power to the CNC is also applied. 
 
Power OFF 

Before switching off the main power, press the E-Stop button to ensure the machine is 
in emergency stop mode.

17 
 
 
 

SETUP 

14 

1               2         4   3      5        7  6  9  8 1110 12 15    13 

16 
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1) Manual Pulse Generator (HANDWHEEL) - rotate this wheel to control axis feed 

while in HDW mode. 

2) FEEDRATE override rotary switch - labeled in percentages.  Controls the 
feedrate and rapid traverse of the machine axes.  Also affects handwheel rate. 

3) FEEDHOLD button - illuminated when active.  Pauses axis movement.  When 
feedhold is active and HDW mode is selected, the axes can be positioned with 
the handwheel.  Opening the chip pan enclosure doors may cause a feedhold 
condition. 

4) CYCLE START button – Starts automatic operation.  In most cases the control 
will prompt the operator when this button needs to be pressed. 

5) SPINDLE override rotary switch – labeled in percentage of programmed spindle 
rpm.  Controls the actual spindle rpm. 

6) Spindle CW button – starts spindle in clockwise direction provided there is a 
programmed spindle rpm. 

7) Spindle CCW button – starts spindle in counter-clockwise direction provided 
there is a programmed spindle rpm. 

8) Spindle STOP button – stops spindle rotation. 

9) TOOL RESET button – This button is a safety interlock.  It prevents the spindle 
from starting during a manual tool change.  It will flash during a tool change and 
needs to be pressed after the tool change is completed before program operation 
can be resumed.  The control will display a prompt as to when this button needs 
to be pressed. 

10) MIST coolant button – Toggles mist coolant on or off (optional) 

11) FLOOD coolant button – Toggles flood coolant on or off. 

12) RESET button – When pressed it will enable axis and spindle drives. 

13) EMERGENCY STOP button – Disables machine motion, control reset, and axis 
waylube oiler.  Some emergency stop buttons lock down when pressed and will 
need to be rotated to release. 

14) Alphanumeric keypad – used to enter characters in MDI mode or program mode. 

15) AUX 1 button (optional) used to turn on auxiliary functions.  On most models it 
will toggle chip removal on or off. 

16) Function keypad – used to select machine functions that are shown along the 
bottom of the operator’s panel display. 

17) SETUP button – (optional) releases the enclosure door safety interlock.  Holding 
the switch in with the enclosure door open will allow axis jog. 
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Diagram of Main Screen 

 
1 RunTime   

When you are verifying a program the runtime displays the calculated time to 
make the parts. When you are running a program it shows the elapsed time since 
the program was started. The total of all program run times are kept in the “Job 
Time” parameter (F7 Parms – F9 Ctrl). 

2 History Line   
History Line shows you where you are in the software and where you came from. 
If you are modifying the tool table, the history line would say Main-Parms-Tool-
Edit.  

3 Active Program  
Active Program displays the program that you are running or verifying. If you are 
editing a program it will show the active edit program. If you are sending a file 
over the RS-232 it will show the program being sent. 

4 Current Position  
 Current Position is the position relative to the work offset zero.  
5 Next Position  

If  you are running or verifying, the Next Position is the position that the machine 
is going to. 

6 Distance  
Distance is the remaining distance the machine has left to go to finish the move 
being executed. 
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7 The Function Keys  
 Highlighted Function Keys are active or available. 
8 Status Window  

Status Window displays detailed information on the state of the control. A 
detailed description is given below.  

 
 
Diagram of Status Window  
 
1 The \ changes back and forth to  / and  \  each time the status window is updated. 
2 Comp: Tool Radius Compensation  (Left, Right or Cancelled) 
3 Tool: The first two digits indicate the active tool number. The second two digits in 

parentheses indicate the pending tool number. If you execute a T14 without the 
M6 the pending tool number will be 14. 

4 The tool length. 
5 The tool radius. 
6 Plane and work offset: The plane is XY (G17), ZX (G18), or YZ (G19). The work 

offset shows the current work offset G54 (0)…G59 (9). 
7 Clearance or R-Plane. 
8 Interpolation, Linear (Feed), Linear (Rapid), Circular (CW), or Circular (CCW)  
9 Feedrate: The programmed feedrate and its units (English feed per minute) ipm, 

(Metric feed per minute) mmpm, (English feed per revolution) ipr, (Metric feed per 
revolution) mmpr or (inverse feed)  /min or /sec (If the machine is rapid mode the 
units will always be ipm or mmpm.) 

10 Feedrate override: The position of the feedrate override and the resulting 
feedrate. If the machine is programmed to move faster than its maximum, the 
clamped feedrate will be displayed, and an “*” will be displayed next to the %. 

11 Units:  (Absolute) Abs or (Incremental) Inc and English or Metric 
12 Cycle: If there is a canned cycle or autoroutine active it will be displayed on this 

line. 
13 Dwell: When a dwell is executed the dwell time will count down to zero. 
14 Spindle: The programmed revolutions per minute. 
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15 Spindle override and direction: The position of the spindle override and the 
resulting rpm (if there is no spindle encoder) or the actual rpm (if there is a 
spindle encoder). This line also displays whether the spindle is off or running CW 
or CCW. 

16 The spindle load meter will show the load on the spindle. It becomes longer and 
changes color from blue to green to yellow to red as the load increases. 

17 Coolant, Off, Mist, Flood or Mist/Flood 
 
 
 
 
For complete detailed information about the Centuri on control and its operation, 
refer to the Centurion 7 CNC Operation Manual. 
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Chapter 8 Machine Specifications 
ML14 & ML15 Specifications 

E    Effective March 1, 2006  MMMLLL111444///444000 MMMLLL111555///444000 

Configuration – Flat Bed Lathe Version B Version G 
Control Type Centurion 7 Centurion 7 
Number of Axes 2 2 
Spindle RPM CNC Auto Programmable RPM 

Functions Dual Handwheel, Handwheel Teach, Conversational G / M Code, 
Manual or Automatic Operation of Spindle RPM and Coolant 

CAPACITY   
Bed Length 40" 1000 mm 40" 1000 mm 
Swing Over Bed 14" (dia.) 355 mm 15" (dia.) 380 mm 
Swing Over Cross Slide 7.8" (dia.) 198 mm 9" (dia.) 230 mm 

Swing Over Gap N/A 22" 10.5" Gap 
560 x 265mm Gap 

Cross Slide "T" Slots None None 
Travel (X Axis) Cross Slide 7"  178 mm 7.5"  190 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) Long Slide 30.5" 775 mm 32.5" 826 mm 
Center Height 7" 177 mm 7.5" 190 mm 
Center Distance 36" 915 mm 36" 915 mm 
Bed Width 9.8" 248 mm 11.8" 300 mm 
Machine Weight 4000 lbs 1800 kg 4000 lbs 1800 kg 
Ball Screw Size, Grade C5 X 20mm / Z 40mm  X 20mm / Z 32mm  
Ball Screw Pitch  X axis / Z axis 5 mm / 10 mm 5 mm / 10 mm 
Maximum Weight of Part With Chuck No Center 50 lbs. 23 kg 70 lbs. 31 kg 
Maximum Weight of Part With Chuck with Center 500 lbs. 230 kg 700 lbs. 320 kg 
Maximum Weight of Part with Centers and Steady Rest 1000 lbs. 460 kg 1400 lbs. 635 kg 
SPINDLE    
Closed Loop Vector Spindle Drive Standard Standard 
Horsepower 1 Minute / 30 Minutes  15/10 11/7.5 kw 7.5/5 5.5/3.7 kw 
Spindle Bore 1.65" 42 mm 2.18" 55 mm 
Spindle Nose Type Camlock D1-5 Camlock D1-6 
Spindle Taper MT#4 MT#6 

Spindle Speed 100 – 3000 
L = 20 - 200 
M = 80 - 800 

H = 300 - 3000 
Constant Surface Feature and Threading Package A Package A 
3 Jaw Chuck Size - Accessory 6" 150 mm  8" 200 mm  
Tailstock Quill Travel 5.5" 140 mm 6" 150 mm 
Tailstock Quill Diameter 1.875" 47 mm 2.04" 52 mm 
Tailstock Quill Taper MT#3 MT#4 
Tailstock Safety Switch Standard Standard 
TOOLING ACCESSORIES   
Super Dorian Tool Post Option – (SD35CXA) 3/4" 20 mm 3/4" 20 mm 
Dorian Quadra Post Option – (QITP 35) 3/4" 20 mm 3/4" 20 mm 
8 Station Automatic Turret Option – (5/8") 5/8" x 3.5" 5/8" x 3.5" 
5/8" Turret Boring Bar Capacity 1" 1" 
8 Station Automatic Turret Option – (3/4") Not available on 
ML14 

N/A 3/4" x 4" 

3/4" Turret Boring Bar Capacity N/A 1.25" 
Steady Rest – Brass Tips Option ¼ - 5" 6 - 127 mm ¼ - 5" 6 - 127 mm 
Follow Rest – Brass Tips Option ½ - 3" 12 - 76 mm ½ - 3" 12 - 76 mm 
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PERFORMANCE    
Rapid Traverse 300 ipm 7.6 mpm 300 ipm 7.6 mpm 

Feedrate Range .1-100 ipm  
2.5 - 2540 mmpm 

.1-100 ipm  
2.5 - 2540 mmpm 

Position Accuracy See note ±.0004" .010 mm ±.0004" .010 mm 
Repeatability See note .0004" .001 mm .0003" .0076 mm 
Resolution .0001" .001 mm .0001" .001 mm 

Thrust, Machine Duty Rating X:  800 lbs. 360 kg 
Z:  1600 lbs. 725 kg 

X: 1000 lbs 450 kg 
Z: 2000 lbs 900 kg 

CENTURION 7 CNC    
Control, PC Based Standard Standard 
LCD Color Display Standard Standard 
Keys & Buttons, Tactile Standard Standard 
Upgrade to Discrete Key Front Panel Optional Optional 
Conversational & G/M Code with Full Graphics Standard Standard 
Turning, Facing, Grooving, Tapping and Boring Cycles, 
and User-definable Macros with Trig Help 

Package A Package A 

Constant Surface (RPM changes with radius) and 
Feed/Rev. (IPR) with Threading Cycles Package A Package A 

Pattern Repeat, Chamfering, Radius Prog. Assist with 
Handwheel Teach Mode 

Package A Package A 

Dual Handwheel Station for Selecting Teach, Manual or 
Automatic Operation 

Package B Package B 

2 Mb Parts Storage Memory Standard Standard 
Additional 8 Mb Parts Storage Memory Package A Package A 
6 Mb Virtual Disk / DNC buffer Standard Standard 
8 Mb Program Execution Memory Package A Package A 
Additional 16 Mb Program Execution Memory   Package C Package C 
Networking Package C Package C 
256 Mb Memory Capacity Package C Package C 
3 ½" Floppy Drive Package A Package A 
MISCELLANEOUS    
Automatic Home Sequence, Chuck Guards, Safety Switch Standard Standard 
5C Royal Collet Closer with Foot Switch Optional Optional 
Work Lamp Package B Package B 
Full Enclosure with Sliding Doors and Safety Switch Standard Standard 
Auto Metered Lubrication with Low Lube Fault Standard Standard 
1/8 Horsepower Flood Pump Option Package B Package B 
Flood Coolant Capacity 25 gal. 90 L 25 gal. 90 L 
Way Surface Hardened/Ground Hardened/Ground 
Power 208-240 VAC, 50-60hz, 3Ø 40 amps 11 KVA 40 amps 11 KVA 
Power 208-240 VAC, Single Phase Optional Optional 
400-440 VAC Requires Transformer 11 KVA 11 KVA 

Warranty 
Parts:  1 Year (or 2100 hours, whichever occurs first) on all normal failures.     
Service: 1 Year (or 2100 hours, whichever occurs first)  from dealer or 
available from factory for second 6 months if air ticket supplied. 

Extended Warranty for Second 
Year 

Parts warranty for normal failures for up to two years or 4200 hours, 
whichever occurs first. 

Floor Space Requirement 60" x 104"  1524 x 2640 
mm 

48" x 92"  1220 x 2340 mm 

Notes: Measurements performed with Renishaw laser.  Measurements are linear over entire travel, and temperature changes and loading may affect 
tolerances.  Centurion features covered under separate literature.  Additional Centurion 7 features and additional options covered under separate 
literature. Milltronics reserves the right to change specifications at any time without incurring obligation. 
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ML16-ML26 Specifications 

Machine Model ML16 ML18 ML22 ML26 
Control Type Centurion 7T Centurion 7T Centurion 7T Centurion 7T 

Functions 
Dual Handwheel, Handwheel Teach, Conversational G/M 

Code, Manual or Automatic Operation of Spindle RPM and 
Coolant 

CAPACITY     
Swing Over Bed 17.5"  440 mm (dia.) 19"  480 mm (dia.) 23" 580mm (dia.) 27" 685 mm (dia.) 
Swing Over Gap  
Contact factory for limitations 

25.9"  658 mm (dia.) 
12.75"  320 mm Gap 

27.9"  710 mm (dia.) 
12.75"  320 mm Gap 

31" 790 mm (dia.) 
12.75"  320 mm Gap 

35" 890 mm (dia.) 
12.75"  320 mm Gap 

Swing Over Cross Slide 7.48"  190 mm (dia.) 9.25"  235 mm (dia.) 12.1" 310 mm (dia.) 16.1" 410 mm (dia.) 
Cross Slide Tool Holder Mounting Surface T-Slots T-Slots T-Slots T-Slots 
Cross Slide "T" Slots 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 
Travel (X Axis) Cross Slide 11"  280 mm 12"  300 mm 13" 330 mm 13" 330 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) Long Slide – with tail 
stock 
*Optional turret may limit Z axis travel due 
to tail stock interference 

44.5"  1130 mm N/A N/A 42"  1066 mm 

60" Bed Machine  *See note above N/A 63.5  1600 mm 63.5" 1600 mm N/A 
80" Bed Machine  *See note above N/A N/A N/A 70"  1775 mm 
120" Bed Machine  *See note above N/A N/A N/A 124"  3150 mm 
160" Bed Machine  *See note above N/A N/A N/A 163" 4140 mm 

Z Cutting Length with Standard Turret Reduce center-to-center distance by 4" 102 mm 
Z Cutting Length with Live Tooling Turret Consult factory Consult factory Consult factory Consult factory 
Centerline to Turret Face Consult factory Consult factory Consult factory Consult factory 
Center Distance 40" Bed Machine  48"  1220 mm N/A N/A 45"  1140 mm 
Center Distance 60" Bed Machine  N/A 66.9"  1700 mm 64.5"  1638 mm N/A 
Center Distance 80" Bed Machine  N/A N/A N/A 84"  2130 mm 
Center Distance 120" Bed Machine  N/A N/A N/A 118"  3000 mm 
Center Distance 160" Bed Machine  N/A N/A N/A 163"  4150 mm 
Bed Width 14"  355 mm 14"  355 mm 16"  405 mm 16"  405 mm 
Machine Weight,  40" Bed Machine 6000 lb  2730 kg N/A   N/A   9,500 lb  4300 kg 
60" Bed Machine N/A 8500 lb  3850 kg 10,000 lb 4500 kg N/A 
80" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 11,500 lb  5200 kg 
120" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 13,200 lb  6000 kg 
160" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 17,200 lb  7800 kg 

Ball Screw Size  40" & 60" Bed Machine  
X 25 mm  
Z 40 mm 

X 25 mm  
Z 40 mm 

X 32 mm  
Z 45 mm 

X 32 mm  
Z 45 mm 

Ball Screw Size  80" Bed Machine   N/A N/A N/A 
X 32 mm  
Z 50 mm 

Ball Screw Size  120" Bed Machine   N/A N/A N/A 
X 32 mm  
Z 50 mm 

Ball Screw Size  160" Bed Machine   N/A N/A N/A 
X 32 mm  
Z 50 mm 

Ball Screw Grade, Precision Ground C5 C5 C5 C5 
Ball Screw Pitch  X axis / Z axis 5 mm / 10 mm 5 mm / 10 mm 5 mm / 10 mm 5 mm / 10 mm 
Maximum Weight of Part With Chuck 
and No Support From Center 

220 lb  100 kg 220 lb  100 kg 250 lb  114 kg 300 lb  135 kg 

Maximum Weight of Part With Chuck 
and Supported From Center 

2200 lb 1000 kg 2200 lb 1000 kg 2500 lb  1140 kg 2850 lb  1300 kg 

Maximum Weight of Part Between 
Centers With Steady Rest 

3300 lb  1500 kg 3300 lb  1500 kg 4400 lb  2000 kg 4850 lb  2200 kg 
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SPINDLE ML16 ML18 ML22 ML26 

Horsepower 1 minute / 30 minutes 
12/10 HP 
9/7.5 kw 

18/12 HP 
13/9 kw 

24/15 HP 
18/11 kw 

24/15 HP 
18/11 kw 

Optional Horsepower  
1 minute / 30 minutes (Performance Package 
C) 

18/12 HP 
13/9 kw 

24/15 HP 
18/11 kw 

24/15 HP 18/11 kw 
Two Speed 

24/15 HP 18/11 kw 
Two Speed 

Spindle Bore Standard Machines 2.04"  52 mm 2.56"  65 mm 3.15"  80 mm 3.15"  80 mm 
Spindle Bore ML26 x 80 N/A N/A N/A 4.17"  106 mm 
Spindle Bore on ML26 x 120 & ML26 x 160" 
Machines 

N/A N/A N/A 6"  153 mm 

Spindle Nose Standard Machine A2-5 D1-6 A1-8 A1-8 
Spindle Nose ML26 x 80 N/A N/A N/A A1-11 
Spindle Nose with 6" Bore N/A N/A N/A A2-11 
Optional Rear Spindle Nose with 6" Bore N/A N/A N/A A2-11 
Spindle Taper MT#4 MT#4 MT#5 MT#5 
Standard Horsepower Spindle Speed  
*Important notice: RPM may need to be limited 
due to chuck size and RPM rating on workpiece 

100 - 4000 100 - 2600 40 - 2000 30 - 1600 

Spindle Programming Resolution – with Orient 
Option 

0.01° 0.01° 0.01° 0.01° 

Spindle Orient Positioning Accuracy – with 
Orient Opt 

± 0.16° ± 0.16° ± 0.16° ± 0.16° 

Optional Horsepower Spindle Speed *See note 
above 

100 - 4000 50 - 2600 40 - 2000 30 - 1600 

Programmed by CNC Low N/A N/A 40 - 375 30 - 300 
Programmed by CNC High N/A N/A 75 - 2000 60 - 1600 

Optional Chuck Size(s) 8" 200 mm 3 Jaw 
8" 200 mm 3 Jaw 
10" 250 mm 3 Jaw 

10" 250 mm 3 Jaw 
12" 300 mm 3 Jaw 

12" 300 mm 3 Jaw 

Optional 5C Royal Collet Closer Optional N/A N/A N/A 

Optional 3 Jaw Hydraulic Chuck(s) 
6"  150 mm 
8"  200 mm 

6"  150 mm 
8"  200 mm 
10" 250 mm 

10"  250 mm 
12"  300 mm 

12"  300 mm 

Bar Capacity with 8" Hydraulic Chuck 
Option 

1.57"  39.8 mm 2.03"  51 mm N/A N/A 

Bar Capacity with 10" Hydraulic Chuck 
Option 

N/A 2.03"  51 mm 2.74"  70 mm N/A 

Bar Capacity with 12" Hydraulic Chuck 
Option  

N/A N/A 2.74"  70 mm 3.58"  91 mm 

Tailstock Quill Travel 6"  150 mm 6"  150 mm 6"  150 mm 6"  150 mm 
Tailstock Quill Diameter 2.55"  65 mm 3.15"  80 mm 3.94"  100 mm 3.94"  100 mm 
Tailstock Quill Taper MT4 MT5 MT5 MT5 
TOOLING ACCESSORIES – Contact Factory for Live Tool ing Specifications  
Super Dorian Tool Post Option SD35CXA SD35CXA SD40CA SD40CA 

Dorian Quadra Post Option 
3/4"  20 mm, (QITP 

35) 
3/4"  20 mm, 
(QITP 35) 

1" 25 mm 
(QITP 40) 

1"  25 mm 
(QITP 40) 

8 Station Auto Turret Option – Specify if 
metric 

¾"x4" 20x100 mm ¾"x4" 20x100 mm 
¾"x4" 20x100 mm 
1"x5" 25x150 mm 

¾"x4" 20x100 mm 
1"x5" 25x150 mm 

12 Station Auto Turret Option – Specify if 
metric 

N/A N/A 
1"x 5.5" 

 25x150 mm 
1"x 5.5" 

 25x150 mm 

Turret Boring Bar Capacity – 8 Station 1.25"  31.75mm 1.25"  31.75mm 
1.25"  31.75mm 

or 
1.5"  38mm 

1.25"  31.75mm 
or 

1.5"  38mm 
Turret Boring Bar Capacity – 12 Station N/A N/A 1.5"  38mm 1.5"  38mm 

Turret Boring Bar Sleeve – 8 Station 1.25" dia x 2.375" 
31.75  x  60 mm 

1.25" dia x 2.375" 
31.75  x  60 mm 

1.25" dia x 2.375" 
31.75  x  60 mm or 

1.5" dia x 3" 
38 mm x 76 mm 

1.25" dia x 2.375" 
31.75  x  60 mm or 

1.5" dia x 3" 
38 mm x 76 mm 

Turret Boring Bar Sleeve – 12 Station N/A N/A 1.5" Dia x 3" 1.5" Dia x 3" 
Steady Rest Roller Type - Convenience 
Package B 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 
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Follow Rest Brass Tip - Convenience 
Package B 

.4 - 4" 
10 - 100 mm 

.4 - 4" 
10 - 100 mm 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 

.75 - 7.8" 
20 - 200 mm 

Optional Steady Rest Roller Type N/A N/A 
5.9  - 11.8" 

150  - 300 mm 
5.9  - 11.8" 

150  - 300 mm 
PERFORMANCE ML16 ML18 ML22 ML26 
Servo Type AC AC AC AC 

Rapid Traverse 
XZ: 500 ipm 

12.7 mpm 
XZ: 500 ipm 

12.7 mpm 
XZ: 500 ipm 

12.7 mpm 
XZ: 500 ipm 

12.7 mpm 

Maximum Feedrate 100 ipm 
2540 mmpm 

100 ipm 
2540 mmpm 

100 ipm 
2540 mmpm 

100 ipm 
2540 mmpm 

Position Accuracy See note 
±.00025"  
.0063 mm 

±.00025" 
.0063 mm 

±.00025" 
.0063 mm 

±.00025" 
.0063 mm 

Repeatability See note .0002"  .005 mm .0002"  .005 mm .0002"  .005 mm .0002"  .005 mm 
Resolution .00004"  .001 mm .00004"  .001 mm .00004"  .001 mm .00004"  .001 mm 

Thrust, Machine Duty Rating 
X: 1500 lb  680  kg 
Z: 1500 lb  680  kg 

X: 1500 lb  680  kg 
Z: 1500 lb  680  kg 

X: 2300 lb 1040  kg 
Z: 2300 lb  1040  

kg 

X: 4000 lb 1815 kg 
Z: 4000 lb  1815 kg 

MISCELLANEOUS     

Optional Barfeeder - Bar Diameter 
.2 - 2.55" 
5 - 65 mm 

.2 - 2.55" 
5 - 65 mm 

.2 - 2.55" 
5 - 65 mm 

.2 - 2.55" 
5 - 65 mm 

Optional Barfeeder - Maximum Bar Length 50"  1250 mm 50"  1250 mm 50"  1250 mm 50"  1250 mm 

Optional Barfeeder - Loading Capacity 
10 Bars x 2.55"  65 

mm 
10 Bars x 2.55"  

65 mm 
10 Bars x 2.55"  

65 mm 
10 Bars x 2.55"  

65 mm 
Flood Pump ¾ HP ¾ HP ¾ HP ¾ HP 
Flood Coolant Capacity 20 gal.  75 L 26 gal.  100 L 50 gal. 190 L 50 gal. 190 L 
Power 208-240 VAC, 50-60hz, 3Ø 50 amps  11 KVA 50 amps  11 KVA 75 amps  20 KVA 75 amps  20 KVA 
Power 208-240 VAC, Single Phase  Optional Optional Optional Optional 
400-440 VAC Transformer Req. 11 KVA Req. 11 KVA Req. 20 KVA Req. 20 KVA 

Floor Space Requirement 40" Bed Machine 83 " x 120" 
2110 x 3050  mm 

N/A N/A 94" x 120" 
2390 x 3050 mm 

Floor Space Requirement 60" Bed Machine N/A 71" x 138" 
1800 x 3510mm 

83" x 137" 
2100 x 3480 mm 

N/A 

Floor Space Requirement 80" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 94" x 158" 
2390 x 4000 mm 

Floor Space Requirement 120" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 
118" x 205" 

3000 x 5200 mm 

Floor Space Requirement 160" Bed Machine N/A N/A N/A 
90 x 244" 

2390 x 6190 mm 

Warranty 

Parts:  One year or 2100 hours, whichever occurs first on all normal 
failures. 
Service: One year or 2100 hours (whichever occurs first) from dealer or 
available from factory during second six months if air ticket supplied. 

Extended Parts Warranty for 
Second Year 

Parts warranty for normal failures for up to two years or 4200 hours, 
whichever occurs first. 

Measurements performed with Renishaw laser and ballbar systems. Measurements are linear over entire travel, 
 and temperature changes and table loads may affect tolerances. Tolerances are guaranteed over 10" sq. area. 
Centurion features covered under separate literature. For machine duty rating, see "Truth in Specifications" on 

www.milltronics.net. 
Milltronics reserves the right to change specifications at any time without incurring obligation. 
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ML30-ML45 Specifications 

Effective March 1, 2006 
Machine Model ML35/80 ML40/80 
Control Type Centurion 7T Centurion 7T 

Functions 
Dual Handwheel, Handwheel Teach, Conversational 
G/M Code, Manual or Automatic Operation of Spindle 

RPM and Coolant 
CAPACITY    
Swing Over Bed 36.2"  920 mm  39.7"  1010 mm 
Swing Over Gap  
Contact factory for limitations 

45"  1150 mm (dia.) 
14.6" 372 mm Gap 

50"  1280 mm (dia.) 
14.6" 372 mm Gap 

Swing Over Cross Slide 21.6"  550 mm 26.6"  676 mm 
Cross Slide Tool Holder Mounting Surface T-Slots T-Slots 
Cross Slide "T" Slots 18 mm 18 mm 
Travel (X Axis) Cross Slide 19" 480 mm 21" 550 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) with tailstock  80" Bed 87"  2210 mm 87"  2210 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) with tailstock  120" Bed 120"  3000 mm 120"  3000 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) with tailstock  160" Bed 160"  4000 mm 160"  4000 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) with tailstock  200" Bed 200"  5000 mm 200"  5000 mm 
Travel (Z Axis) with tailstock  240" Bed 240"  6000 mm 240"  6000 mm 
Z Cutting Length with Turret Consult factory Consult factory 
Center Distance 80" Bed 86"  2200 mm 80"  2000 mm 
Center Distance 120" Bed 126"  3200 mm 120"  3000 mm 
Center Distance 160" Bed 165"  4200 mm 160"  4000 mm 
Center Distance 200" Bed 205"  5200 mm 200"  5000 mm 
Center Distance 240" Bed 244"  6200 mm 240"  6000 mm 
Bed Width 22"  560 mm 22"  560 mm 
Machine Weight 80" Bed 
Add 2200 lbs 1000 kg  for each 40" of  extended bed 
length 

16,500 lb  7500 kg 29,500 lb  13,350 kg 

Ball Screw Size – 80" Bed Length X 40 mm  Z 63 mm X 40 mm  Z 63 mm 
Ball Screw Size – 160" - 240" Bed Length X 40 mm  Z 80 mm X 40 mm  Z 80 mm 
Ball Screw Grade C5 Precision Ground C5 Precision Ground 
Ball Screw Pitch  X axis / Z axis 5 mm / 12 mm 5 mm / 10 mm 
Maximum Weight of Part With Chuck and Supported 
From Center 

6600 lb  3000 kg 8800 lb  4000 kg 

SPINDLE    

Spindle Drive System Two Speed Auto Shift Geared Transmission with 
Closed Loop Digital Vector Drive System 

Standard Horsepower 1 minute / 30 minutes 35/25 HP  26/18 kw 35/25 HP  26/18 kw 
Optional Horsepower 
1 minute / 30 minutes (Performance Package C) 

44/30 HP 
33/22 kw 

44/30 HP 
33/22 kw 

Spindle Programmable Resolution – with Orient Option 0.01 ° 0.01 ° 
Spindle Orient Positioning Accuracy – with Orient Option ± 0.16 ° ± 0.16 ° 
Spindle Speed 4" Spindle Bore  
*Important notice: RPM may be limited due to chuck size and 
workpiece 

10 - 1480 10 - 1480 

Spindle Range 1 – 4" Spindle Bore 10 - 375 10 - 375 
Spindle Range 2 – 4" Spindle Bore 10 - 1480 10 - 1480 
Spindle Speed 6" Spindle Bore *See note above 10 - 1480 10 - 1480 
Spindle Range 1 – 6" Spindle Bore 10 - 375 10 - 375 
Spindle Range 2 – 6" Spindle Bore 10 - 1480 10 - 1480 
Spindle Speed 10" Spindle Bore *See note above 10 - 750 10 - 750 
Spindle Range 1 – 10" Spindle Bore 10 - 375 10 - 375 
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Machine Model ML35/80 ML40/80 
Spindle Range 2 – 10" Spindle Bore 10 - 750 10 - 750 
Spindle Speed 14" Spindle Bore *See note above 10 - 500 10 - 500 
Spindle Range 1 – 14" Spindle Bore 10 - 375 10 - 375 
Spindle Range 2 – 14" Spindle Bore 10 - 500 10 - 500 
Standard Spindle Bore 4.17"  106 mm 4.17"  106 mm 
Optional Spindle Bore 6.02"  153 mm 6.02"  153 mm 
Optional Spindle Bore 10"  254 mm 10"  254 mm 
Optional Spindle Bore 14"  355 mm 14"  355 mm 
Spindle Nose Type – Standard Bore 4" 106 mm  A2-11 A2-11 
Spindle Nose Type – Optional Bore 6" 153 mm A2-11 A2-11 
Spindle Nose Type – Optional Bore 10" 254 mm A2-15 A2-15 
Spindle Nose Type – Optional Bore 14" 355 mm A2-20 A2-20 
Tailstock Quill Travel 8"  200 mm 9"  230 mm 
Tailstock Quill Diameter 4.92"  125 mm 4.92"  125 mm 
Tailstock Quill Taper MT6 MT6 
TOOLING ACCESSORIES – Contact factory for live tool ing Specifications  
Super Dorian Tool Post Option SD60EA 1.5"  40 mm SD60EA 1.5"  40 mm 
8 Station Auto Turret Option – 1" Specify if metric is 
desired 

1" x 5"  25 x 125 mm 1" x 5"  25 x 125 mm 

12 Station Auto Turret Option – 1" Specify if metric is 
desired 

1" x 5.5"  25 x 140 mm 1" x 5.5"  25 x 140 mm 

12 Station Auto Turret Option – 1 ¼" Specify if Metric is 
desired 

1.25" x 6"  32 x 150 mm 1.25" x 6"  32 x 150 mm 

8 Station Auto Turret Option – 1 ½" Specify if metric is 
desired 

1.5" x 6" 38 x 150 mm 1.5" x 6" 38 x 150 mm 

Turret Boring Bar Capacity – 1" Turret  1.5"  40 mm   1.5"  40 mm  
Turret Boring Bar Capacity – 1 ¼" & 1 ½" Turret 2" 50 mm 2" 50 mm 

Turret Boring Bar Sleeve – 1" Turret 1.5" dia x 3" 
40 mm x 76 mm 

1.5" dia x 3" 
40 mm x 76 mm 

Turret Boring Bar Sleeve – 1 ½" & 1 ¼" Turret 2" x 3.5"  50x88mm 2" x 3.5"  50x88mm 
Steady Rest Roller Type- Convenience Package B 1.9 - 11.8"  50 - 300 mm 1.9 - 11.8"  50 - 300 mm 
Optional Steady Rest Roller Type 9.8 - 17.7"  250 - 450 mm 9.8 – 19.6"  250 - 500 mm 
Follow Rest Brass Tip - Convenience Package B 1.1 - 7.8"  30 - 200 mm 1.1 - 7.8"  30 - 200 mm 
PERFORMANCE    
Servo Type AC AC 
Rapid Traverse XZ 500 ipm  12.7 mpm 500 ipm  12.7 mpm 
Maximum Feedrate 100 ipm  2540 mmpm 100 ipm  2540 mmpm 
Position Accuracy See note ± .00025"  0.0063 mm ± .00025"  0.0063 mm 
Repeatability See note 0.00039"  0.010 mm 0.00039"  0.010 mm 
Resolution 0.00004"  0.001 mm 0.00004"  0.001 mm 

Thrust, Machine Duty Rating 
X: 6700 lb 3000 kg 
Z: 6700 lb 3000 kg 

X: 6700 lb 3000 kg 
Z: 6700 lb 3000 kg 

MISCELLANEOUS ML35/80 ML40/80 
Flood Coolant Capacity – 80" Bed 90 gal  340 L 90 gal  340 L 
Flood Coolant Capacity – 120" Bed 85 gal  320 L 85 gal  320 L 
Flood Coolant Capacity – 160" Bed 110 gal  420 L 110 gal  420 L 
Flood Coolant Capacity – 200" Bed 140 gal  530 L 140 gal  530 L 
Flood Coolant Capacity – 240" Bed 150 gal  564 L 150 gal  564 L 
Way Surface Hardened and Ground Square Box Turcite Ways 
Power 208-240 VAC, 50-60hz, 3Ø 100 amps  34 KVA 100 amps  34 KVA 
Power 208-240 VAC, Single Phase Not Available Not Available 
400-440 VAC Requires Transformer 34 KVA 34 KVA 
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Machine Model ML35/80 ML40/80 

Warranty 
Parts:  One year or 2100 hours, whichever occurs first on all normal failures. 
Service: One year or 2100 hours (whichever occurs first) from dealer or 
available from factory during second six months if air ticket supplied. 

Extended Parts Warranty for Second Year Parts warranty for normal failures for up to two years or 4200 hours, 
whichever occurs first. 

Measurements performed with Renishaw laser and ballbar systems. Measurements are linear over entire travel, 
 and temperature changes and table loads may affect tolerances. Tolerances are guaranteed over 10" sq. area. 
Centurion features covered under separate literature. For machine duty rating, see "Truth in Specifications" on 

www.milltronics.net. 
Milltronics reserves the right to change specifications at any time without incurring obligation. 
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Chapter 9 Startup Checklist For ML Series Lathes 
(Mail to the above address to activate the machine warranty) 
 

Company             

Address              

City         State    Zip     

Contact        Phone       

Email        Fax        

 

Model         Serial Number      

 
Distributor       Phone      

Salesman               

 

Customer Responsibility  

(See site preparation guidelines for details) 

Remove machine from skid      Checked By     

Place machine on leveling pads      Checked By     

Power ran to machine       Checked By     

Air ran to machine for transmission, some models (80-120 psi 10 CFM)  Checked By     

Hydraulic (chuck option) oil supplied (17-18 Gal.  DTE24, ISO VG32)  Checked By     

 

Milltronics Representative Responsibility  

(Initial or write n/a if does not apply) 

1.    Check for missing parts  

2.    Visually check for damage outside of machine and inside. 

 

Mag Panel  
Inside Mag Panel Check the Tightness Of All Connections 

1.    Terminal block connectors 

2.    Check all AMP plugs to ensure that the pins are all locked into the plugs  

3.    All relays and contactors 

4.    Transformer taps 

5.    Main disconnect - both sides 

6.    All AC distribution blocks 

7.    Make sure that all plug in components are well seated 

8.    Check all spindle and axis drive connectors 

1 
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Check the Power  

Check Incoming Power at Line Side of  Disconnect    

1.    Gnd - L1      L1 – L2      

   Gnd - L2    L1 – L3     

   Gnd - L3             L2 – L3   

ENSURE THAT THE "WILD LEG" IS WIRED TO L2 IF APPLIC ABLE . 
2.   Check to be sure the machine power is sourced directly from the power breaker box, and 

that the breaker and wire size are appropriate. 
3.   Make sure the machine is wired to the GND line from the plant AC distribution system by a 

copper wire equal to or greater in size than the power feed wires.  Milltronics does not allow the use 
of a separate ground rod, conduit, or wire raceways  to be used as a ground source.   In terms of 
machine operation and reliability, nothing may be more important than the machine being bonded to a 
good ground source.     
Without a transformer, this wire must connect from our “G” ground directly to the electrical service box 
ground.  Never can the ground be derived from conduit or an unproven ground source.  If using a 
transformer, refer to the transformer grounding information attached. 

POWER THE MACHINE DOWN! 

4.    Replace the shield on the disconnect switch after checking incoming Voltage. 

5.    Check internal transformer for proper wiring to accept incoming power based upon the 

readings above.  Change tapping to match. 

 

CAUTION DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXIST FOR NEXT 4 STEPS!  

Turn on the main power at the disconnect switch but DO NOT RESET THE DRIVES! 

1.    Check +24 VDC.  Measure between terminal blocks 12 & 22 

2.   Check +5 VDC.  Measure between + and – V pins on the 5 VDC power supply. 

3.  Check 110v AC on the secondary side of the 110 transformer, or between terminal blocks 1 

& 2. 

  VAC (The secondary AC voltage must be between 110 and 125 VAC ) 

4.    Check parameters against the list shipped with the machine   

On the front panel enter UTIL-PARAMS-SETUP-LEVEL.  Type "PROTO3" ENTER "3" ENTER. 

 

RESET MACHINE AND BE READY TO E-STOP IN CASE OF AXI S RUNAWAY.     

1.            Home the machine (machine must be in RESET). Check for smooth motion. 

2.    Check the flood pump rotation and verify lubricator function. 

3.  Run all axes over full travel. 

4.  Check each feedrate override position 

5.   Jog Mode full travel, all directions. 

6.   Handwheel, full travel, all directions, all override positions. 
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7.   MDI 

8.  Check software limits.  Move each axis toward the end of the travel to make sure that that it 

hits the soft limit before it hits the e-stop switch.  The axis should stop moving before an E-stop limit is 

reached.  If an E-stop is reached, check the soft limit parameter. 
9.  Check Following Error.  While in JOG mode move each axis at 100 ipm (rapid JOG mode at 
50% override).  In DISP-ERROR (in setup level 3) the following error should display half as much for the Z 
axis as the X axis displays.   Make no adjustments without first consulting the fa ctory. 

10.  Check the operation of all cooling fans on the control, axis and spindle drives. 

11. Check spindle motor fan rotation direction against label on the side of the fan housing.   

Note: on ML14 models a phase tester is required, as the motor fan is not readily accessible. 

 

Spindle  

1.  Run the spindle through all of the speed ranges.  (MDI S1000 M3)  The gears are M41 low, 

M42 medium, and M43 high. 

2.  Try all spindle override positions (0%-175%) 

3.  Try both directions CW and CCW using M3/M4 commands in MDI-misc.  

4.  Try both directions using the CW and CCW front panel switches.  The reset button must be 

held before pressing the CW and CCW buttons.  

5.      Check constant surface speed operation.  Enter G96 in MDI mode, turn on the spindle and 

HDW the X axis through the full travels of the machine. The spindle should speed up toward zero diameter 

and slow down when it moves away. 

6.  Lubrication Pump (ML15 only) runs on a 3 phase system.  The pump may be running in the 
wrong direction when the machine is set up.  To make sure the pump is running correctly start the spindle 
and look at the lubrication display window on the front of the headstock. If Lubricant is not flowing past the 
glass eye: stop spindle, turn off the machine, unplug the machine, and reverse two legs of the input power.  
After restarting the machine run the spindle again and verify that the pump is working.  (Turret rotation is also 
phase dependant.  See next step) 

Turret (optional)  

Check for proper home position and rotation direction 

1.   MDI - tool change tool # 1 (M6 T0101) 

2.    Check the turret position (it should be #1) 

3.    Advance the turret from pocket #1 to #2 (MDI M6 T02 T02) Switch phasing of input power if 
direction is incorrect. 

Installing the chuck  

1.    Clean all surfaces of the chuck and the spindle face. 

2.    Set the chuck on the spindle using the cam locks 

3.    Turn the cam locks clockwise making sure the “V” mark on cam locates between the 2 “V” 
marks on the housing 
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Level the machine  
(refer to pages 27 in the instruction handbook for details concerning taper adjustment) 
1.  Center the saddle within the Z axis travel 
2.  Place a precision level length wise on the cross slide then level the machine head to tail using 

the outer most footpads (4 corners). 
3.  Adjust the remaining footpads to contact the floor. 
4.  Place the level on the ground surface of the saddle running perpendicular to the Z  axis way 

surface. 
5.  Move the Z axis the full length of the travel while adjusting the footpads to eliminate any twist 

in the bed.   
6.  Check that all footpads have full contact on the floor, then tighten the jam nuts. 
7.  Turn a part without using the tail stock, then check the part for taper.  .0002” per ft. is the 

specification for maximum allowable taper. 
8.  Adjust the head stock to remove taper if found by loosening the mounting bolts and adjusting 

the bolts, found on the back side of the head stock (behind mag box). Repeat step 7. 
9.  Check side to side adjustment of tail stock and adjust if necessary. 
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We invite you to include any comments that you may have here  

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

Installation and training begun     completed        
 
 
 
 
 

Customer Acceptance  

Installation complete  -  Warranty activated this date         

Warranty period commences on the date of initial customer delivery. 

I / we have reviewed the preceding pages and concur that all startup checks have been satisfactorily 

performed.  I / we accept this machine, its installation, and the terms of the warranty. 

Customer Signature     Print      Date   

Milltronics Rep.      Print      Date   

 

When this form is complete forward it to Milltronics for warranty activation commencing on the date of initial 

delivery to the first customer. 
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